Fasten your seat belt! Second Grade is off to Ghana.
On Monday we took a virtual trip to Ghana where we used Google Earth to visit the National
Theater in Accra. We learned that there are 70 languages spoken in Ghana, and that English
is the official language there. We learned some Twi and practiced counting to ten. We
“visited” the Accra Sports Stadium and Independence Square. Independence parades and
national celebrations take place in Independence Square. Students learned about music
and dance. A favorite song we learned was “Obwisana”. We learned to sing and pass stones
(we used blocks) around a circle while playing the game and singing. Watch the videos
below and sing along.
Obwisana sa na na
Obwisana sa
Obwisana sa na na
Obwisana sa

Obwisana 1

Obwisana video 2

Ms. Anas came to speak to the class about life in Ghana. She is Lindsey’s mother. Lindsey’s
aunt also came to present to us. We learned to play Ampe with them. We learned about
native foods, sports, Adinkrah, Anansi stories and the weather. We also had a very
educational question and answer session. Thank you to Lindsey’s mother and her auntie!

All week long we are reading Anansi the Spider trickster tales. Stories about a spider-god,
Anansi, or Ananse, were first told in Ghana by the Ashanti people. They were not written
down, but recounted from generation to generation. Gradually the stories grew and spread
across Ghana and then all around West Africa. Ask your child to tell you their favorite
Anansi tales. Another book we read was the Ghanaian Goldilocks. We compared and
contrasted this version of Goldilocks with the traditional version. There were so many
similarities!

It’s great to have technology in the classroom. Second grade completed a scavenger hunt
using chromebooks and the National Geographic Kids website. Students were also able to
view videos, explore Google Earth and listen to music native to Ghana. If you’d like to see
some of the activities they are in our Seesaw Portfolios.
And yum! There are so many great things to eat in Ghana. Some of our favorites were
plantains, chocolate, and Jolof rice. Do you know the differences between bananas and
plantains? Ask your second grader to tell you all about their similarities and differences!
Did you know that cocoa is the chief agricultural export of Ghana and Ghana’s main cash
crop? The class learned the process the beans take from cocoa pods to chocolate bars. And
who doesn’t love chocolate?

One of our favorite activities this week was completing STEM challenges in Science class.
Students selected from a variety of materials and were challenged to build landmarks from
Ghana like The Flagstaff House, The National Cathedral in Accra, the flag of Ghana and the
Jamestown LightHouse.

Second grade loved going to the Maker Space to learn how Kente cloth is made. The class
learned to weave and created Kente cloth projects painting designs on paper and cutting
and weaving them together. Students created maps of Ghana. Another art project students
did was a ceramics project in Art class with Ms. Young. They had a discussion about clay,
ceramics and a short history of ceramics. They looked at examples of ceramics from Ghana.
The students made pinch pots and painted them. If you are looking for something fun to do
this weekend, play Oware with your second grader. We created and decorated Oware game
boards this week too.

Sadly it was time to fasten our seat belts and return to the United States. Watch your
mailbox for postcards we sent home. You’ll hear more about our adventures. There are
more photos uploaded to myMPA. Happy Global Explorers Week everyone!

